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CELLULAR immunity

Cell-mediated (Th1)

HUMORAL immunity

(Th2)

Accomplished by :

Т-cells

Th

Тс

 Maf 

 NK-cells

Accomplished by :

 Аbs (В-cells, Pl)

 complement

Maf, NK-cells & 

complement are

factors of both adaptive and 

innate immunity



There is no sharp difference between 

cellular and humoral immunity because: 

 Аbs are secreted by Pl following the 

interaction of В-Ly with Тh and Maf;

 Th1-cells help cellular immunity, Th2-

cells – humoral immunity;

 NK-cells destroy the Ag with the help of 

Abs (ADCC);

 immunity in transplantation and tumors 

involves both cellular (Тc) and humoral 

factors (specific Abs).



• Primary immune response – induced 

at the first entry of the Ag;

• Secondary immune response –

induced at the second and subsequent 

entries of the same Ag; results from 

the production of memory cells;

• Both cellular and humoral immunity 

could be primary, as well secondary.



1. Lag (latent) phase

2. Exponential phase

3. Steady state phase (plateau)

4. Declining phase

Secondary humoral im.response
⚫shorter lag-phase

⚫fast exponential phase

⚫higher quantity of Abs

⚫longer declining phase
IT IS DUE TO MEMORY CELLS!
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Paratope  =

Аg-binding site

Structure 
2 light chains  (L) Variable - domain

2 heavy chains (H) Constant - domain

Hypervariable domains 

Disulphide bridges

Hinge region

hinge

V-domain
N-end

С-end

С-fragment

disulphide 

chain
Complementary 

interaction

epitope –

paratope 

hypervariable



GENETICS OF ANTIBODY SYNTHESIS

Separate gene complex for each type Ig-chain - , , Н

 multiple V-genes at the 5'-end of the coding DNA

 one or several С-genes at the 3’- ends of DNA

Each V-gene could combine with a definite С-gene

joint J-genes located between V- and C-genes; code for the V-

domain of the Ab 

 several D-genes between V- and J-genes – for H-chains only!

5’
3’



V-domain 1V + 1J genes

L-chain

C-domain 1C genes

V-domain   1V + 1D + 1J

genes

H-chain

C-domain 1C (, , , , 
) gene



•Genes responsible for Ab structure, are not assembled in 

precursor cells.  

• They do not consist of full functional genes but of gene 

segments. 

•The rearrangement of these gene segments in lymphocytes 

is performed by splicing of DNA sites - V(D)J-

recombination – a type of site-specific recombination by 

enzymes – recombinases. 

•Each V, D & J segment is flanked at both sides by a 

palidrome, which is recognized by recombinases.

С -     





Rearrangement of the Ig-gene =

= somatic recombination

 Functionally active Ig-gene = rearrangement

(recombination) of V-, D-, J- & С-genes of H-

chains, together with rearrangement of V-, J- & С-

genes of L-chains. Occurs at the level of DNA!

 takes place in the embryonic period

 each combination of genes goes to a separate

B-cell.

 takes place before the entry of the Ag

 entering the body, the Ag chooses just one of

the many B-cells with different V-domains.



Rearrangement of the Ig-gene

H-chains
L-chains



The Ig-diversity 
(Аb to each possible Ag) results from :

➢ Rearrangement of the Ig-gene. 

➢A great number of various V-genes.

➢Random recombination of different 

V-, D-, J-genes to form a functionally 

active V-еxon.

The possible number of Abs is about

1 milliard (infinite?)



Allelic exclusion

І. Н-chains

ІІ. L-chains

Each Ab monomer consists of 

2  maternal and 2 paternal chains.

 each Ab monomer is

coded by 2 genes - 1 for L-

chains and 1 for heavy

chains.

 each B-cell is

monospecific

 ALLELIC EXCLUSION –

the expression of just the

maternal or the paternal

allele of the Ig-gene in

each individual B-cell and

the blocking of the other

allele. Thus a functionally

active gene is formed.

Pro B-cell

Pre B-cell

B-cell

♀

♂♀

♀

♂

♂

♂ L-chain
♀ H-chain





Antibody class switching

A process in which the B-cell replaces a С-

gene for  a corresponding class of heavy 

chains with another С-gene, which 

recombines with a definite V-gene.

Aim – to produce Ab from a different Ig-

class with the same antigenic specificity! 





A В-cell can switch its Ig class only once in its 
lifetime ;
A В-cell could not produce simultaneously Аbs
from 2 different classes;
the paratope (Fab-fragment) of the newly
produced (switched) Аb is preserved unchanged.
Only its heavy chains are changed within their Fc-
fragments.
Result : the same Ag is recognized and bound to 

Abs with different biological properties and thus is 
eliminated in a different way. 

Antibody class switch



1. Production of Ig-receptors on B-cell membranes



2. Switch from membrane-bound to 

secreted form of B-cell receptors

Membrane-

bound 

IgM

Secreted

IgM

Membrane-bound
IgM

Secreted IgM



3. Switch from IgM to another Ab class in the 

course of the immune response


